## Effective assessment in Oxford Reading Tree: Floppy’s Phonics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Oxford Reading Tree: Floppy’s Phonics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Effective assessment in Oxford Reading Tree: Floppy’s Phonics | The Oxford Reading Tree: Floppy’s Phonics programme consists of  
- Floppy’s Phonics Sounds and Letters Phonics Teaching Programme  
- Floppy’s Phonics decodable fiction  
- Floppy’s Phonics decodable non-fiction  

Floppy’s Phonics Sounds and Letters is a systematic phonics teaching programme that follows a teaching sequence based on *Letters and Sounds*. The sequence fully supports the new National Curriculum English Programme of Study, as well as the curricula in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.  

Assessment is built into the series every step of the way. The Planning, Assessment and Resources Book contains resources to help teachers assess every child’s knowledge and progress through the programme and to plan next steps of teaching.  

The Floppy’s Phonics fiction and non-fiction readers follow the same phonic sequence, offering children plenty of practice and reinforcement of learning. The books are also levelled to Oxford Levels, so schools using the Oxford Assessment and Levelling Guide for Reading (see below) can be sure they are choosing the right books. The Teaching Notes for each book also include assessment points linked to the Oxford Ros Wilson Reading Criterion Scale.  

The Oxford Assessment and Levelling Guide for Reading contains the Oxford Ros Wilson Reading Criterion Scale which helps teachers to assess children’s reading skills, identify what their reading needs are and choose the right books for them to read. |

| Further information on our website | For more information about Oxford Reading Tree: Floppy’s Phonics and Oxford Assessment and Levelling, go to [www.oxfordprimary.co.uk](http://www.oxfordprimary.co.uk) |

| Wider school improvement service on Oxford Owl | Become a member of our new Oxford Owl service for schools and access further support for the teaching and assessment in reading including:  
- The Oxford Assessment and Levelling Guide for Reading  
- Oxford BookMatch  
- A range of PD and Best Practice videos by leading phonics experts, including Debbie Hepplewhite  

Visit [www.oxfordowl.co.uk](http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk) |